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Status 
---------------------------------------- 
The Blacklands received plenty of 
rain in the last week, as well as some 
hail that caused losses in wheat. 
Corn is up and off to a good start 
and a few sorghum acres are being 
planted. 
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For timely pest updates and 
agriculture news, be sure to follow 

our Facebook page and blog. 

Sponsors 
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Thank you to our sponsors who 
support this newsletter and the Hill-
McLennan IPM program! 
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Most of Hill County received about 2 
inches of rain in the past seven days, 
from both Monday night’s storm and 
rain on Tuesday night. Some places 
received over 2.5 inches, as well as 
damaging hail and high winds. More 
thunderstorms are expected this 
coming weekend, with 60% chances on 
Saturday and 80% chances Sunday. 

Weather 

The thunderstorm on Monday night brought 
marble to golf-ball sized hail to the 
Blacklands. Several fields were severely 
damaged (pictured right) while others were 
untouched. Damage from the storm also 
included lodging and stalk breakage from 
the high winds. Hail caused broken stalks, 
clipped heads, and ripped up flag leaves. A 
brief survey of the county showed that most 
fields came out unscathed, but a few 
showed anywhere from 10-75% yield losses 
from the injury. 

Wheat ranges from in boot to past 
flowering. A late freeze seems unlikely but is 
still a possibility. This week, some aphids 
could be found feeding in the grain heads 
(bottom right picture). A few stinkbugs can 
be observed in the fields as well. These small 
pest populations are not of economic 
concern. 

Many fields have been sprayed with a 
fungicide now due to the increased threat of 
leaf rust from the rains. 

Wheat 
7-Day Total Precipitation (National Weather Service) 

https://www.facebook.com/HillCountyAgriLife/timeline
http://hillcountyagrilife.blogspot.com/
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Wheat: Hail Damage 

Clipped heads and stalk breakage from the hail. Clipped head Mangled flag leaf 

The nitrogen stabilizer study in 
wheat is starting to show major 
differences between rates and 
products. 


